
 

 

 

 

‘LIVING OUT LOUD’ 
 

SYNOPSIS 
 
It’s early, and Emily Marshall, 38, wakes up her 14-year-old daughter Melissa for their morning 
run.  When they finish, Emily’s husband Brad and their 10-year-old son Ben are eating 
breakfast.  Brad has recently landed a promotion and is on his way to Dallas for a business trip, 
meaning he’ll have to miss Ben’s baseball game. 
 
On the way to school, Melissa gets angry at Emily for not trusting her enough to let her go to a 
party.  After dropping off her kids, Emily heads to her job as chorus director at Cesar Chavez 
High School.  After rehearsing, she tells her students about a fundraising concert she’s planned 
for the end of the year. 
 
That evening, Emily takes time for some fun with Ben, and the pair has a snowball fight.  
Caught off-guard, Ben tags his mom with a snowball, hitting her square in the chest. 
 
When Brad calls the next day, Emily tells him what happened: While feeling the sore spot on 
her chest the night before, she also felt a lump in her breast.  Her doctor schedules her for a 
mammogram, and the results indicate an ultrasound is needed.  When she tells Brad the news, 
he cuts his trip short and flies home.   
 
Emily and Brad go for her ultrasound, and the doctor tells her she’ll need a biopsy to figure out 
whether she needs treatment.  He refers her to Dr. Parsons, who determines from the biopsy 
that the cancer is spreading.  They schedule another biopsy to see if it has spread beyond her 
breast.  Emily is in shock, but Dr. Parsons assures her she can fight the cancer and win. 
 
The second biopsy shows the cancer has spread to some lymph nodes – Emily will have to 
undergo chemotherapy and surgery for the tumor..    When they get home, Brad and Emily tell 
their kids the news.  Knowing it’s what they need to hear, Emily promises them she won’t die, 
but Melissa thinks she knows better than to settle for the usual “everything’s going to be ok.”   
 
Emily makes her first visit for chemotherapy, where she is welcomed by several other women 
also receiving treatment.  Quick to befriend Emily is Connie Corrales, a strong-spirited, 
optimistic woman with plenty of experience and inspiration to offer Emily. 
 
At cross country practice one day, Melissa confides in her best friend Nicole about her mom.  
Meanwhile, Emily gives one of her students, Jenny Skinner, a solo in the concert.  Emily also 
gives her an application to Berkley College of Music, but Jenny doesn’t think she has the talent 
to bother applying.  Speaking from personal experience, Emily encourages Jenny not to let 
anything stop her from following her dreams.  Jenny challenges Emily as well, saying she 
doesn’t believe Emily actually followed her dreams since she has such a great voice and is 
teaching choir class instead of performing. 

(more) 
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Emily tells Connie she used to dream of becoming a professional singer/songwriter.  After 
Connie hears what an incredible voice Emily has, she insists it’s never too late to pursue her 
dreams.  Connie also helps Emily buy a wig and shave her head so she won’t have to deal with 
losing her hair from the chemo. 
 
At home, Melissa seems to be everywhere at once: She has taken over many of Emily’s 
responsibilities while her mom is on chemo.  In a surprise move, she has also quit the track 
team.  This shocks her parents, who get more curious and worried when she won’t tell them 
the reason why.  Emily, meanwhile, is worried her relationship with Brad isn’t what it used to 
be.  As a cathartic experience, Emily continues to work on the song she’s writing. 
 
A couple days later, Emily finally talks to Brad about her concerns regarding their marriage; 
she’s worried they are living too much for the family and forgoing their own personal desires.  
Brad tries to understand, but he can’t.  Brad makes it a point to connect with Melissa and allow 
her a bit more freedom.  Melissa wants to go to the prom, and although Brad won’t say yes, 
he’s open to the idea and discussing it with Emily.  Emily agrees to let Melissa go – a first step 
towards mending ties with her daughter. 
 
As a surprise, Connie brings Emily to a karaoke bar and encourages Emily to perform.  When it’s 
finally her turn to sing, she blows the crowd away.  Newly inspired, she auditions at a café 
that’s looking for a singer, but she ends up getting sick part-way through. 
 
With his relationships with Emily and Melissa getting better, Brad deals with Ben withdrawing 
from him.  He understands he needs to be more involved with home life and his children, 
realizing his job has pulled him away from being active in the family.  He discovers Ben has 
been skipping class because of a bully, and they both go in together to talk to the teacher. 
 
When Emily’s chemo treatment ends, Dr. Parsons recommends Emily have a mastectomy.  
She’s scared, but Brad assures her he will love her no matter what.  Meanwhile, Connie decides 
to take a break from chemo before starting another treatment, and Emily goes to visits her to 
make sure she’s doing okay.  In her physical weakness, Connie remains emotionally strong and 
gives Emily a gift: A pen that seems ordinary but that she insists is magic and will set her 
feelings free.  With her new “magic” pen, Emily is able to finish writing her song. 
 
The next day, Emily tells her students a substitute teacher will be replacing her for the rest of 
the year, but she assures them she will be back in the fall.  After class, she gives Jenny the 
song she wrote for her to sing at the concert, and Jenny is honored.  That night, Emily finds out 
Connie has passed away.  Shattered but resolute, Emily decides to speak at the funeral. 
 
Meanwhile, Brad approaches his boss and tells him he wants to apply for a new position in the 
company.  It’s below his current job, but it will allow him to spend more time with his family. 
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Emily’s surgery goes well, and her family is overjoyed to see her in the recovery room.  While 
Emily rests in the hospital, Brad tells her he’s taken a different position at work so that he can 
be more involved in their children’s lives.  
 
Relieved that her family is going to be okay, Melissa finally confesses to her mother that she 
dropped a baton in a track meet and quit the team because she was so embarrassed by her 
mistake.  Emily encourages Melissa to confront her fears and rejoin the team, and Melissa 
agrees to show the same courage her mom has.  That night, Emily’s students arrive at the 
door.  They want her to sing her song in the concert, but Emily is reluctant.  Jenny, having 
been accepted to Berkley, encourages her, and Emily finally agrees. 
 
At the concert, Brad, Ben, and Melissa wait anxiously for Emily’s performance.  When she 
finishes her song, she is received with a standing ovation, congratulating her on having 
followed her dream. 
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